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SUMMARY. -

In this note we extend to the coupled channel problem a formalism 
we have developed in a previous paper for the potential scattering pro
blem. We start from the Lippmann-Schwinger scattering theory and ex
ploit directly the consequences of the short range of the nuclear intera£ 
tions. As far as the parametrisation problem is concerned the result s 
we obtain are equivalent to the Humblet and Rosenfeld theory; however 
some dynamical features which characterize the Lipmann-Schwinger 
theory are also included in our formalism. 

INTRODUCTION. -

The aim of this paper and forthcoming ones is to propose a gen~ 
ral formulation of the nuclear resonances problem, based on the scatte
ring integral equation. The final goal is to obtain a general dynamic re
sonance theory, in which any model can be introduced in the final stage 
of the calculations, contrary to existing dynamical approaches, in which 
the model is assumed as the starting point. 

Starting from Siegert's definition of the resonant state(l), a gene
ral theory of nuclear resonances has been developed by Humblet and R~ 
senfeld (H-R)(2, 3, 4). The basic device they used is the Mittag-Leffler 
expansion of the scattering matrix, in the form obtained by the wave func 
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tion matching method. The H-R theory has not been designed to be a 
dynamic theory; there the emphasis is given to the best way of param~ 
trising resonant cross section, while no practical prescription is to be 
sought for the theoretical calculation of the resonance parameters. We 
propose here an alternative formulation which is based on the Mittag -Lei. 
fler expansion of the scattering matrix in the integral representation gi
ven by the Lippmann-Schwinger theory(5). 

The present approach, following the general trend of the H-R theo 
ry, allows one to take profit of several results which have been already 
obtained in the framework of that formalism. 

In this paper the emphasis is given to the conceptual aspects of 
our approach. The results here displayed can be summarized as follows. 
As far as the parametrisation problem is concerned, our approach is 
equivalent to the H-R theory; however some dynamical features which ch~ 
racterize the Lipmann-Schwinger theory are also included in our forma
lism. 

Further developments and applications, the nature of which can 
be easily understood, are reserved for forthcoming papers. The direc
tion we are pointing to is a Mittag - Leffler expansion of the Green func
tion. This opens the path for application to problems similar to those fa 
ced by Berggren and by Romo(6). 

1. - THE POTENTIAL SCATTERING PROBLEM.-

In view of illustrating in the simplest manner how our method 
works, we give a short account of the potential scattering problem(7). We 
work on a single sheet of the energy plane. The "physical energy plane" 
we shall consider has a cut from E = 0 to E = - co, and, is the mapping of 
the right hand side of the k plane, according to the definition of Humblet 
and Rosenfeld(x)(3, 4). The interaction potential is assumed to be identical 
ly zero for r ~ a .. 

(1) 

The Schroedinger equation for the t partial wave is (units ~ 212M = 1) 

2 
'tY,t(k,r)=k 'If',t (k,r). 

(x) - We note that this is not the definition generally used in analiticity 
property studies. 
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The physical solution which is regular at the origin, is normalized 
in such a way that its behaviour for r'?!: a is 

(+) i [ ] 'Yt (k, r) = 2" Ie. (k, r) - 0,t (k, r) St (k) r~a 

where It and Ot are the ingoing and outgoing functions respectively, d!,: 
fined in ref. (3) (x). 

,,/, (+) 
The solution r.t , can be expressed in the following integral form 

00 

(+) / (+) (2) 1.;£ (k,r)=ue (k,r)+ ~.t (k;r,r')V(r')u.e (k,r')dr' 

o 

where u t is the regular spherical Bessel function normalized so that 

lim u t (k,r) =sen(kr- -tlL/2) 

r _00 

and crl+) (k;r, r') is the Green function pertaining to the complete Hamilto 
nian. In writing the boundary conditions, it is useful to consider that we 
are dealing with a finite range potential. One has 

(+ ) (j,l (k;r,r')= 

~ (k, r) f.e (k, r') 

W(f.e " Iff., ) 

fl(k,r) "I.e (k,r') 

W(f.e ' 1/.£ ) 

r ~ r' ~ a 

r' ~ r'!f a 

where Ifl is the regular solution of eq. (1) defined by the following condi 
tions at the origin 

- .e -1 
lim r 1jJ£ (k, r) = 1; 

r -> 0 

(x) - Here and in the following we mean that I..e- and 0 £ are solutions 
of the unperturbed Schroedinger equation in the whole space. 

1 ~ .. , 
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Ie is the outgoing Jost solution, and satisfies the boundary conditions(x) 

fl (k, a) - L£ (k, a) f-e. (k, a) = a ; f l (k, a) = De. (k, a) 

, 
where rt..R- (k, a) = a:t (k, a)/a" (k, a); the energy function W(fe.' <te ) =f.e Y.-t -
- f:e Ifl is the Wronskian of the two solutions. 

(3 ) 

The S matrix element can be written 

2 i 
S,t (k) = 1 - k 

a 

ul (k, r) V (r) "f-e. (k, r) dr; J 
(+) 

o 

by use of eq. (2) we can write eq. (3) in the form 

(4 ) S.e- (k) = 1 - B-t (k) + kR,e. (k) 

where Bt (k) is the Born integral 

a 

B,t (k)=2: I U.,c (k,r)V(r)u.e (k,r)dr 

o 

and R-l (k) is the resonant part of S(k), 

Rt (k,. :,' W(f .'. 'f, ' !"2 (k. d V (d { ! 'Ie (k. c"" (k. d + 

+ 1\ (k. ,', 1( (k. c, 1 v (c""t (k. c',d, dr'. 

Let us consider the analytic continuation of S on the "physical 
E-plane". The poles of S can be originated only by the zero of W, because 
the radial functions ft and 'f.R. are analytical in the whole cut E-plane, 
and the integrals cover the finite interval a ~ r :s a. The pole's location 
is the same as in ref. (2, 3), because they have the same definition (the 
case in which k = a is a pole will be excluded). At the zeros of W (poles of 

(x) - By primed functions we intend derivative with respect r; in the folIo 
wing, by the dot we shall intend energy derivatives. 
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S t), the functions <Pi and fe are proportional, . and we pose f t (kn , r) = 

= g.e n <P,e (kn , r), where kn is the pole. The integral which appears in 

R.t (k) takes then at k = kn the simple form 

"n [ ! ", (kn • dv(d 'I, (kn • '1 dr] 2 

The Wronskian derivative at E = En (En = k~) can be easily calculated(x): 

By the position 
a 

Je-n = j ul (kn,r)V(r) 'I.e (kn,r)dr 

o 

the residue of R,e (k) takes the form 

(6 ) 

J2 
2i .£ n 

r = - - ---- ----'-'-- .--------
in k2 

n 

In eq. (6) the resonant state appears both in the integral expression and, 

esplicity evaluated, in the interaction boundary. To obtain a more homo
geneous expression we use the following identity 

-k 
n 

Iff, (kn, a) 

o £ (k
n

, a) 1! J ~ n 

which can be easily obtained by part integration of the left-hand mem
ber of the identity 

(x) - Eq. (5) can be viewed as a particularization of the analog expression 
(18), derived in appendix A in connection with the coupled channel 
problem. 
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The residue can then be given the alternative expressions 

- ] 2 
2i l <j!£ (k

n
, a)/0.e (k

n
, a) 

r = - ----"----"'---------=--- ---
tn • 2 

~2 (kn, r) dr+ ci'.e (kn , a) Y'.e (kn , a) 

2i J2 ____ ____ _ ~.~~n'___ ____ _______ ___ 
r t n =-

In any case Se can be put in the form 

where Qt (E) is the following entire function: 

(7) Q£ (E) = 1 - B.e (E)+q.e (E); 

in eq. (7) qc. (E) is the entire part of kR.e. (k). 

2. - THE COUPLED CHANNEL PROBLEM. -

a) - Definition of the problem. -

In this section we cons ider the scattering of a structureles s parti 
cle by a target which we a s sume to admit only a finite number of excited 
states and no breaking possibility. A suitable schematization of this situ~ 

tion gives ris e to the mathematical coupled channel problem, which has 
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b I d b Oth (5, 8 -12 ) ° t °t k bl h een ana yse y vanous au ors oWIng 0 I S remar a e eu-
ristic interest. We refer here to the Newton's formulation(5); the sym
bols we use are the same as in Newton's book, with minor modifications: 
in any case each quantity will be explicitly defined. According to the pr~ 
vious section we shall make the assumption that the interaction vanishes 
identically for r ~ a. 

The total angular momentum J is a good quantum number and we 
shall ",mit the related label. The channels will be labelled c, c', ••• ; with 
L we indicate a diagonal matrix, the elements of which are the orbital 
angular momenta pertaining to the various channels: L cc ' = t c d cc'; in 

any case, quantities where L appears are to be intended as diagonal m~ 
trices, the c-th element of which should be labelled .lc . 

When the collision process is primed by waves incoming in the 
c-channel, we write the Schroedinger equation in the form: 

(8 ) [ i L(L+' \ J c 2 '!b c 
- -2+-2- J.l.-+V(r) ~ (r)=K T (r); 

dr r 

~c(r) is a unicolumnar matrix, whose asymptotic behaviour is charac
terized by the presence of an ingoing wave in the only channel c, where
as there are outgoing waves in all open channel. In eq. (8) K2 is a diago 
nal matrix with elements K~, =E- Sc" where E is the total energy of the 

system and E.-, is the energy at which the generic channel c' opens. (We c 
pose Co = 0 for the lowest energy channel). The quantity V(r) is a sym-
metric matrix responsible for the channel coupling; its elements take 
into account the target structure and the angular momenta coupling scheme. 

We can write a matrix solution, independent of the incoming chan
nel, which satisfies the following condition 

(9 ) A''(+) i [ ~ ] -L-l 
Y' (K,r)=T IL(K,r)-OL(K,r)S(K) K r ~ a; 

together with the condition that f,V(+)(K, 0) = 0, eq. (9) defines the physical 
solution. 

"-
Through the modified S matrix we have introduced in (9), we can 

express the S matrix: 

(10 ) 

The S matrix is unitary in the open channel subspace. 
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In close analogy with the potential scattering problem, let us in
troduce the regular-solution matrix and the outgoing Jost solution matrix. 
As well known(5, 12), contrary to the case of potential scattering, the bou!:!. 
dary conditions on the regular solution matrix are not easily written expli. 
citly; for this, it is preferable to define such solution through an integral 
equation. The regular solution is defined by 

r 

"" (K,r)= +o(K,r)+ j dr'G(K;r,r')V(r') <\> (K,r'), 

o 

where fo(K, r) is the following diagonal matrix: 

Also the outgoing solution can be expressed in integral form 

ill 

(11) F(K,r)=Fo(K,r)- J dr'G(K;r,r')V(r')F(K,r'), 

r 

where 

In both cases the unperturbed Green function matrix is defined by the e~ 
pression 

where vL is the Bessel function matrix which at infinity behaves like 

v L -? cos(Kr-L~/2). From eq. (11) one sees that at r = a the solution 
F(K, r) is a diagonal matrix (coincident with F o(K, r) ) and satisfies the 
conditions 

F'(K,a)- £L(K,a)F(K,a)=o ; 
L 

F(K, a) = K 0L (K, a) 

where .t. L (K, a) is the diagonal matrix aUK, a) /OL(K, a). 

The physical solution can be put in the form 

(+ ) 'If (K,r)=<i> (K,r)+ 
o 

a 

J 
(+) t (K;r, r')V (r') <I> o(K, r') dr' ; 

o 



the Green matrix function t (+}(K;r, r') is defined by 

where 

(12) 

1 .v 

{

- cP (K, r) '1 (K) F (K, r') 
(+) 

C (K;r, r') = 
r 1 ~ 

-F(K, r} i (K) 4> (K, r') 

r ~rl ~ a 

r' ~ r ~ a 

..... '" 
1(K} = F(K, r} <\" (K, r)- F '(K, r) 1> (K, r) 

9. 

Eq. (12) is a Wronskian-type relation and 1-(K} is independent of r; most 
of the times we shall explicitate it at r = a. 

The S matrix defined by eqs. (9) and (10) can be put into the form 

b}-Residues calculation.-

In analogy with eq. (4) we write 

S(E) = I-B(E)+ KL+1/2 R(E) KL + 1/ 2 

where B(E) is the Born integral 

a 

B(E)=2iK
L + 1/ 2 j dr't (K,r)V;(r) 'f (K,r)K

L
+1/2 

o 0 

o 

while R(E) is the resonant integral, 

a r 

R(E) = 2i J <I> (K, r) V (r) 
o { ! 4> (K, r') 

1 ,.. 
g. (K) F(K, r} + 

o o 
(13) 

a 

+ I F(K,r').J ~(K,r)}V(r') 4> (K,r')drdr' . 
1(K) 0 

r 

1"' <) 
. . '" d 
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We must now study the term R(E), and we shall do this in analogy to what 
has been done in the previous section. 

The fact that we are dealing with a many-channel problem implies 
the existence of a many sheet energy surfac e. As in the Humblet and R~ 
senfeld theory, our analysis will be restricted to only one sheet of the 
Riemann surface, and this will be constructed according to the Humblet r~ 
view paper, quoted in ref.(4). 

Another troublesome feature of the many channel problem is to 
invert the matrix 1- (K), since we are interested in such an operation just 
at the points where 1- (K) is singular. In doing this we shall follow a tec~ 
nique that various authors have already used, and which has been set up 
by GI!:lckle(12) in the form we are directly interested in. 

The proc edure is the following. If Kn is a zero simple of the dete!:. 
minant of :](K), there exist two vectors (in the normalization of which 
we are not interested) which satisfy the equations 

~ 

(14 ) .1 (K ) A = 0 ; 
n n 

:t-(K ) B = 0 . 
n n 

One can then demonstrate that 

(15 ) 

From this we immediately obtain the matrix residue of R(E) (ResR(En)=r d 

(16 ) 

~ 

J(E } J (E ) 
n n r = 2 i _--,,.-----'C-_ _ -::::''--_ _ _ 

n 'V [ct N J 
Bn dE ;t(K) E=E An 

n 

in eq. (16) J(E } is the vector defined by the following integral 
n 

a 

J(E ) = 
n J 

o 

<j> (K ,r) V (r ) H (K ,r) dr , 
o n n 

~ oJ ' 
..t. ~ '"-.. :.: 



where J(K ,r) is the vector (x) 
n 

(17) H(K ,r) = c\> (K ,r) B = F(K ,r) A • 
n n n n n 

11. 

It is clear from eq. (16) that the residue value is independent of the norm~ 
lization of An and Bn. The denominator of eq. (16) can be explicited in the 
following way (see Appendix A) 

In analogy with the potential scattering problem, the residue can 
be given two alternative forms . In fact , by use of the relation 

a 

(19 ) J(E ) 
n 
-J -L 1 = t (K ,r)V(r)H(K ,r)dr=-K 0 (K--) H(K ,a), 

o n n L n' a n 
o 

(0) 
which will be demonstrated in Appendix B, we have the two forms 

(20 ) 

(21 ) 

J J 
nc ncr 

r =--2i --------------~~~=--------------------
nee' 

r =-2i _1 ___ 1 _ ____ 1 __ Hnc ' 

nee' v .. k 1c ' k tc 
n e'n en 

o 
nc' 

H 
nc 

o 
nc 

in eq. (21) we have posed 

(x) - The equality of the last two members of eq. (17) is demonstrated in 
ref. (12). 

(0) - The element cc' of the generic matrix Z(k ) will be written Z ,. n nee 
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(22 ) 

v = 
n 

a 

J Ii (K ,r) H (K ,r) dr + L 
n n c 

o 

We finally obtain for the S matrix the following expression 

r 
S =Q +k.e.c'+1/2 k £'C+1/2 ~ ncc' 
cc' cc' c c L E - E 

n 

Expressions (21) and (22) have exactly the same form as that given 
by H - R. To verify that also the content is the same we must demonstrate 
that the pole location is the same too, and that our Hnc coincides, for 
r =a, with the "radial factors" <Pcn of the Humblet and Rosenfeld paper(3) . 
The proof, although simple, is not immediate because of the complete dif 
ference of the two approaches; and will be given in Appendix C. 

3. - CONCLUDING REMARKS; THE PROBLEM OF REARRANGEMENT 
COLLISIONS. -

We have shown that as far as the parametrization of the S: matrix 
is concerned, the approach based on the Green function method leads to 
results which are exactly equivalent to those obtained in the framework 
of the wave function matching method. It is of interest to observe that i.n 
our approach the channel-wise residue factorization arises from the 
proportionality between the regular solution and the Jost outgoing solution 
(in the coupled channel problem the "proportionality constants" are ma
trices: see eq. (17)). 

The generalization of this formalism to nuclear reactions proper 
is not immediate, and this problem will be faced in a forthcoming paper. 
Nevertheless, owing to the close correspondence we established between 
the H-R theory and our formalism, we can follow this way: we start from 
the S matrix expression given by H-R, and apply to the resedues a tran
sformation similar to that given in eq. (18). Indeed, we can demonstrate 
(see Appendix B) the following identity{x) 

(x) - In order to avoid to modify the symbols so far used, which are tho s e 
commonly used in coupled channel probl.ems, we modify the notation of 
the H-R paper, with apologies to these authors. We shall write ~(H-R) 
-"> X, while the expansion (6. 1a) of the H-R paper will be written in 
the form (r~ X ) = Z ) ~ If; In is the surface function 

" '" r.,l. =ao<. c(oZ c c IC 
and + is the surface factor. We shall call tC,J.. the unperturbed 

c 
state in the channel Co( , and we write :t c.,l. = <p Co<. (r 0<.) If ,where 

o Co( 
4> Co( is the unperturbed radial function, defined as <j> c (r 0( ) = 
~t -1 0 

= k c"- ue. (ro(). 
C",-.,I. 12 G 
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(23 ) 

this way we O'btain twO' alternative expressiO'ns fO'r the residues, similar 
to' eqs. (20) and (21). 

As far as the dynamic prO'blem is cO'ncerned, we O'bserve that the 
dynamical cO'ntent O'f the Lippman-Schwinger equatiO'n isthrO'wnon the fO'rm 
the residues are expressed (see eq. (20)). This expressiO'n shO'uld be su..!. 
table fO'r practical calculatiO'ns based O'n model descriptiO'ns O'r apprO'ximate 
expressiO'ns O'f the resO'nant state, in the limit in which the integral expre~ 
siO'ns are suited to' cO'nceal the fine details O'f the resO'nant states. HO'we
ver, the accurary O'f such apprO'ximatiO'ns cannO't be tested, and there is 
nO' mean O'f intrO'ducing cO'rrectiO'ns. 

This apprO'acl;1 can lead to' an actual dynamic theO'ry when the 
Mittag-Leffler expansiO'n is directly applied to' the Green functiO'n; this will 
enable us to' intrO'duce a prO'cedure similar to' that intrO'duced by RO'mO'(6), 
with the cO'nsequent possibility to' gain any degree O'f accuracy. HO'wever, 
this way we O'btain a parametrizatiO'n which is slightly different frO'm the 
H-R O'ne; such develO'pments are reserved to' a fO'rthcO'ming paper. 

1 "/ .., 
"" . 
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APPENDIX A. -

We must evaluate the following quantity 

B [dd
E 

~(K)J A =13 [~'(K ,a)H(K ,a)- *(K ,a)H ' (K ,a~ + 
n E=E n n n n n n ~ 

n 

+[H'(K ,a)F(K ,a)-H(K ,a)F'(K ,a)l A • 
-- n n n n 'Jn 

In order to evaluate the first member on the right hand side, we use the 
identity 

a 

(E -E) 
n j ~ (K ,r)H(K ,r)dr= [ ~ '(K ,r)H(K ,r)-

n n n n 
,... Ja .p(K ,r)H'(K ,r) • n n 

o 
o 

By derivating with respect to E at E=En, and remembering the 
conditions at the origin and eq. (17), one gets 

a 

J ~ (K ,r)H(K ,r)dr= 
n n 

• • ,... '" .p '(K ,a)H(K ,a)- q, (K ,a)H'(K ,a). 
n n n n 

o 

N 

By left-multiplication for Bn we get finally 

(A.1 ) [
. . 

'" ,... '" 
B ~'(K, a)H(K ,a)- c\> (K ,a)H'(K ,a)] = 

n n n n n 

a 

J H(K ,r)H(K ,r) dr 
n n 

o 

The second term is easily evaluated by taking into account the fo];. 
lowing boundary conditions: 

F' (K ,a)= £ (K )F(K ,a); 
n n n 

H'(K ,a)=;t, (K )H(K ,a); n n n 

.' . 
F'(K ,a)= £. (K )F(K ,a)+£. (K )F(K ,a) 

n n n n n 

It is then immediate to obtain 
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(A.2) H'{K ,a)F{K ,a)-H{K ,a)F'{K ,a) = -H{K ,a) ii'{K )H(K ,a). 
n n n n n n n 

Eq. (lS) follows immediately from eqs. (A.1) and (A.2). 

APPENDIX B.-

We integrate by part the first member of the following identity 

a a 

j '" (K ,r){E -H ) t{K ,r)dr o n no . n =J t (K ,r) V '" (K ,r) dr o n n 
o o 

arid obtain 

a a 

(B.1) 9> (K ,r) q,'{K ,r)- q,'{K ,r)~{K ,r) e / cp {K ,r)V+{K ,r)dr 
on non n on n 

o 0 

{we have taken into account that (Ho +V-En ) cj:> (Kn, r) = (Ho-En) <Po{Kn, r) = O. 

We now right-multiply eq. (B.1) by Bn, and take into account the 
boundary condition 

H'{K ,a) =;:t. (K )H{K ,a); 
n n n 

one obtains 

a 

(B.2) [i:. (K ) .p (K ,a)- q,' (K ,a)l H{K ,a)= 
non on:J n J ~ (K ,r)VH{K ,r) dr. 

o n n 
o 

Formula (19) follows from (B.2) remembering the definition of .;(.{Kn) and 

cp o· 
Let us consider now nuclear reactions proper. In the generic pa!:. 

tition 01.. ,j!J , . . •. we write 

H=Ho( +VO( =H~ + VI!> = 

with obvious meaning of the symbols . 

The wave function Y; of the Humblet and Rosenfeld paper will be 
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called X and will be expanded in the following way (see footnote to the con
cluding remarks) 

The unperturbed solution of He>( in the channel Co( will be called XC
"(, and 

has the expression 

where the function c:Pc.... (ro( ) describes the unperturbed relative motion 
o 

of the fragments characterizing the channel co(, and is normalized as the 
unperturbed functions at section 2. If X. is the wave function of the state 

n 
at the pole n, we call:t its time reversed. 

-n 
Let us now consider the following identity 

ftH-E)X Txco( dW- JX (H-E ) ~co( dw :=.Jr.'" V Xc", d4J 
n -n n -n n n -n 0( n 

to Gu 

(4.1 is the interaction volume, 'ico(. is the state -x,col.. evaluated at E ), 
n n 

and handle the first member in analogy to what is done in the H-R paper. 
We obtain successively 

CP' o 

Formula (23) is then demonstrated. 

c,l,. 

"-
- <\>' 

ncal, 
cp 0 l = c",J 

O 
--,---1 - ~ J. 

n t nc£. 
Co( 
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APPENDIX C.-

If we specialize the H-R theory to toe coupled channel problem, 
the If of H-R paper is related to our regular solution <t>. Now we observe 
that at the poles our H is a vector which vanishes at r = 0 and has the 
property \ H (r) \2 = finiPe in the internal region; furthermore its asym,E 
totic behaviJlur is that of an outgoing wave (eq. 17). Therefore at r = a, 
Hnc can be identified with the H-R radial factors "'co(.. As concerns the 

pole location we make the following considerations. We multiply the ex
pression 

'" ,... 
~ (K ) = F(K ,a) ~'(K ,a)- F(K ,a) <\> (K ,a) 

n n n n n 

at the right by Bn and obtain, because of eqs. (14) and (17) the identity 

~ '" F(K ,a)H'(K ,a)-F'(K ,a)H(K ,a);£ O. 
n n n n 

L 
Since F(K ,a) = K 0L (K ,a), we have 

n n n 

o ... )a)H' (a) - 0' u (a)H (a) = 0 n....... no( n ... ", no(. 

which is the definition of resonant state given in ref. (3). 

1 ,-' -'I 
O.L 
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